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Taylor's "continuing family", for less 
than 3% of Taylor's students are 
children of alumni, and only 21% of 
these alumni donated to Taylor last 
year. In addition, the sum of donations 
in 1985-86 is lower than that given in 
1984-85. One obvious element is the 
large percentage of graduates who enter 
relatively low-paying careers: teaching, 
missions, and the ministry being the 
three foremost. 
Despite these drawbacks, Taylor's 
vision remains intact, with a max­
imum effort being applied to fund 
raising. Taylor's News Media Service 
reports that, "all areas of budget 
expenditures are being studied carefully 
and will be held to the minimal 
necessary increases if it is not possible 























A COMPARISON BETWEEN 1985 AND 1986 
(1985-86) (1986-87) (Change) 
Tk/CKIB.- $5759 $6230 $471 
Fees: 32 35 3 
JRaam: 1094 1190 96 
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AT&T RAISING FEES 
Since it was broken up in 1984, 
AT&T imposes the first nationwide 
rental increases. Millions of people 
will have to pay more to rent their 
phones. The increase, that will range 
as high as 50%, will hit half the 
nation's homes and small businesses. 
There is only one phone that's rent 
will not be raised - the Trimline 
Touch-Tone Phone. The new rates are 
being processed across the country 
from the beginning of the year until 
the summer, but a spokesman for 
AT&T said this will be the last time 
they go up for at least two years. 
ORR SIGNS HISTORIC BILL 
Governor Orr signed a bill 
Wednesday March 5 calling it "a 
historic moment". The bill is a license 
branch reform that will put the 
branches under the control of a five -
member bi-partisan commission in 
mid-1988. The House and Senate 
approved House bill 1400 last Friday 
February 28 after weeks of 
negotiation between the two chambers 
and political parties. The House voted 
83 - 17 for the bill, and the Senate 
approved it by a 37 -12 vote. 
FARM AID GETS HELP 
The Senate broke a three week 
dead-lock Wednesday, March 5, to give 
an emergency $5 billion for farm 
programs along with a package of 
changes on the two - month - old 1985 
farm act. The money bill goes to a 
negotiating conference with the House 
to work out differences between the 
two Chambers' versions. 
LAWMAKERS CREATE POOL 
The Indiana Legislature passed a 
bill that would create a state - run 
insurance pool providing liability 
coverage for local goverments and 
schools. The House and the Senate 
also honored retiring lawmakers in 
their short session. The conference 
committee report on the liability 
insurance pool shows that it was in 
h i g h  e s t e e m .  T h e  h o u s e  v o t e d  9 8 - 0  
for the revised version of House Bill 
1255 and the Senate approved the bill 
47 - 0. The bill now awaits Governor 
Robert D. Orr's signature. 
McINTYRE STEPS OUT 
Robert W Mclntyre general 
superintendent of the Marion based 
Wesleyan Church, stepped down 
Wednesday as the 22nd president of the 
National Association of Evangelicals 
at the Associations annual convention 
During his farewell speech up to 500 
delegates representing 43,000 
evangelical churches were present. 
Gramm-
Rudman 
If the Gramm-Rudman Deficit 
Reduction Act becomes law, many 
students will have to do more than just 
tighten their belts. According to Carl 
Buck, director of financial aid at the 
University of Utah, if passed, higher 
education will be "significantly" 
affected. Student Aid News reports 
that $263 million of the proposed 
$678 million cut in the Department of 
Education funding will be from higher 
education programs. The biggest cuts 
would come from the student financial 
aid programs. Don Davis, associate 
director of student financial aid at the 
University of Texas at Austin reports 
that students at the higher end of the 
eligibility scale will be affected first, 
then needier students if the funding 
cuts continue. Just under 50 percent 
of the undergraduates nationwide 
currently receive federal aid, but the 
proposal would push the number down 
around 40 percent. 
1986-87 Tuition 
COST ANNOUNCED 
by Brian Brightly 
Students attending Taylor University 
during the 1986-87 school year will 
face a $690.00 increase in tuition cost. 
Last month, Taylor's Board of Trustees 
deemed it necessary to inject 
Taylor's present tuition, $8,285.00, 
with an 8.3% increase, bringing the 
cost to $8,975.00. 
Taylor is still recovering from the 
early 80's when interest rates soared. In 
an effort to combat the pressure on 
students to then pay such high rates, 
the institution limited tuition 
increases. The expenses: Taylor's new 
library, increases in utilities (as large 
as 12%), and a staff who sustained 
themselves during the 1985-86 school 
year without any pay raises, are now 
too pressing to be put off any longer. 
Darryl Yost, Provost, comments, 
"We have profited from our 
investments this past year, but still, 
80% of our revenue comes from 
student fees." Although the 
Endowment Fund has fattened by 
almost two million dollars since the 
Capital Campaign, Taylor remains 
bound by next year's operation costs. 
One such cost is Taylor's liability 
insurance; although reduced from a 20 
million dollar coverage to a 15 million 
dollar coverage, will still rise an 
additional 300% over the 1985-86 
figures. 
Taylor has taken action in an 
attempt to lessen the impact of higher 
tuition costs. Taylor's Trustee Board 
decided to input 33% of the 1986-87 
revenue to Financial Aid, increasing 
the 1986-87 budget line for financial 
aid by $283,000. Additionally, there 
are a number of packages presently 
being proposed, some of which may 
take up to two years to implement: 
-there may be a discount offered for 
those who have more than one child 
attending Taylor at the same time, 
- if you pay your yearly tuition in one 
lump sum, there may be a discount 
offered, 
- there may be a discount offered for 
the student applying for a four year 
scholarship plan 
-partnerships are a possibility; i.e. 
Taylor might match the sum a church 
donates for a student's education 
Says Yost, the financial pressure has 
prompted Taylor to move ahead on 
these items. There is some concern 
over Taylor's growth from within 
A COMPARISON FOR A PERSPECTIVE OF TUITION FEES FOR 1986-87 
ISC Committee Plans 
Taylor's rural location can be 
deceiving. Students on campus now, 
regardless of major, are more likely to 
encounter foreign-born people, to be 
affected by international trade and 
communication, or to travel outside of 
the U.S. than their parents. 
A chief purpose of the International 
Studies Committee is to promote 
encounter with the wider world 
through co-curricular activities. Often 
we draw on rich local resources. We 
have in our community many who 
have had a wide variety of 
opportunities to live or travel in other 
countries. 
On the next two Sunday nights 
some of these people will be 
commenting briefly on aspects of their 
experience and inviting questions and 
discussion. The focus on March 9 
will be on what travelers have 
learned-sometimes the hard way-
about other people and their cultures. 
The March 16 exchange will consider 
the joys and tribulations of living 
overseas. Those sharing will include 
Americans and non-Americans, faculty 
and students. 
Both sessions will begin at 5:30 
p.m. in the Banquet Room of the 
Dining Commons. Bring your tray in 
and add an interesting dimension to 
your supper hour. 
The International Studies Committee 
(ISC) also makes use of off-campus 
resources for use inside and outside of 
the classroom. Each October, the ISC 
presents a chapel treating some 
interesting aspect of a particular 
country or region from a Christian 
perspective. During the same week, a 
renowned authority on that area visits 
classes under the auspices of the 
Cincinnati Council on World Affairs 
(CCWA). The Indiana Consortium for 
International Programs (ICIP) is 
another organization to which Taylor 
belongs and which, like CCWA, 
provides conferences for selected 
faculty and students as well as 
on-campus speakers and information 
on international affairs. 
Mrs. Janet Loy and Dr. Alan 
Winquist are Taylor's representatives 
to CCWA and ICIP, respectively, and 
are both members of the ISC. 
Student committee members are Kim 
Brunner, Todd Mullins, and Rich 
Muthiah. Other faculty on the ISC are 
Dr. Steve Hoffmann (chair), Dr. Tim 
Kirkpatrick and Dr. Larry Helyer. 
1986 will be an especially good 
time for Taylor people to learn about 
China. Home of more than one 
billion people who are heir to one of 
the oldest and richest cultures in the 
world, China has been experiencing 
extraordinary changes in recent years. 
Dr. Beulah Baker lived in China last 
summer and a number of Taylor 
students under Dr. Winquist included a 
visit there in a January study tour of 
the Orient. Their experiences will be 
shared both in chapel and in the 
Sunday supper get-together. Anyone 
interested in learning more may wish 
to attend a one-day conference on 
China at Goshen College on April 4, 
sponsored by CIP. 
For further information or discussion 
about this or any other aspect of 
international studies, call Dr. 
Hoffmann at x5140. 
Reagan Requests Aid for Contras 
by Jeff Schaffner 
President Reagan is calling for 
Congress to give $100 million in aid 
to the Contras in Nicaragua. The 
Contras are fighting to overthrow the 
Marxist Sandinista regime in 
Nicaragua. 
$70 million of this aid would be 
designated for military purposes, and 
$30 million would be in the form of 
humanitarian assistance. The United 
States is currently giving $27 million 
in humanitarian aid to the Contras, but 
authorization for this funding will 
expire at the end of this month. 
The President fears that a lack of 
adequate assistance to the Contras will 
result in their military defeat and 
would allow the Sandinista regime in 
Nicaragua to threaten the security of 
neighboring Central American nations. 
The administration views Nicaragua as 
a strong ally of the Soviet Union and 
does not wish for this Soviet influence 
in the Western Hemisphere to expand. 
There is concern that the Sandinistas 
are actively seeking to destabilize the 
governments of several neighboring 
Latin American countries. This could 
jeopardize the security of the Panama 
Canal and also send hundreds of 
thousands of refugees to the United 
States. 
Opponents of the President claim 
that negotiations with the Nicaraguan 
Sandinistas are the best means to 
achieve stability in the region. They 
claim that even with American aid, the 
In Memory Of 
Contras do not have sufficient forces 
to overthrow the Sandinistas. 
Opponents are also concerned that 
American military assistance to the 
Contras will eventually lead to direct 
U.S. military involvement in Central 
America. There is disagreement with 
the administration over the perceived 
Soviet threat posed by Nicaragua. 
It is not clear whether the President's 
aid package will win Congressional 
approval. Congress has generally 
proved unwilling to provide military 
aid to the Contras and a similar 
proposal to extend military assistance 
was defeated last year. Many observers 
on Capital Hill believe that the result 
will be a compromise, including only 
humanitarian aid for the Contras. 
EXCAVATING THE ARCHIVES: 
THE PRESIDENT AND HIS FIRST LADY In Jay Kesler's class 
scrapbook (1957), beside his picture, reads: "If you are honestly devoted to 
one woman, then bow your head and submit yourself to the yoke." In 1958, 





CALL MOM and have her send those 
skirts, sweaters and sock - hop 
paraphenalia - it's Nostalgia time again 
-Wednesday night. For some fresh 
ideas it might be worth a chat with the 
profs and administrators to see what it 
was really like to ROCK & ROLL. 
THE ECHO -] 
I REMINDER TO VOTE WEDNESDAY IN THE DINING COMMONS, LUNCH AND DINNER. (SENIORS, IT MAY BE YOUR LAST CHANCE TO MAKE YOUR MARK ON OLE' T.U.) PAGE 2 
Opposing Candidates Tell Their Stories - the Presidential Elections 
Q: Karen, your theme is "Serving Taylor,"" 
why? 
A: Serving Taylor best illustrates what I've done at Taylor 
the past three years, and what I desire to do. First of all, I 
believe leadership, especially Biblical leadership, is 
servanthood. It's putting the others first, working hard 
going the extra mile, which I've done in the past, and I 
believe I will do in the future. As far as my past here at 
Taylor, I've served almost every organization here at Taylor. 
Whether it was the Taylor Student Organization executive 
cabinet, speaking and representing Taylor, or dealing with 
the board of Trustees, I feel I can serve and go the extra mile 
for each of these organizations and set a good example. 
Q: If you get into office, what do you plan to 
accomplish? 
A: First of all, I'd like to re-phrase that question to what 
I m committed to. I'm committed to increased 
communication. I feel the best way to get students from 
each major involved in T.S.O., T.W.O., and all the other 
organizations, is if they are informed. To accomplish this, 
I would like to get a column in The Echo, or if that wasn't 
feasable, to write a monthly newletter or a biweekly letter 
just to inform people of the many opportunities there are 
to be taken advantage of. And working with the 
administration, I would like to address such issues as the 
parking lots and facilities for the handicapped. Also, Taylor 
is the leadership college, I want to maintain and push that. 
I'd like to establish a presidential cabinet with 
representatives from each major and activity just so that 
each will know my position is T.S.O. president, as well as 
Student Body President. I would also like to establish 
greater repore with hall leaders, I.C.C., and T.W.O., as well 
as other organizations by having monthly meetings with 
them, and serve as an administrator for the T.S.O.. And by 
using my skills as an effective communicator, which is my 
major, to motivate them so they could motivate others. 
Q: How would you define the office of The 
President of the Student Body? 
A: I would say there are three aspects of the office. The 
first is as the key facilitator of communication betwen the 
university cabinet, the administration, the faculty, and the 
Board of Trustees. I feel that the key to dealing with issues 
is being able to deal with Administration, and the T.S.O, 
which has been around for five years, and has grown in 
strength each year. And as Administrator of the T.S.O., I 
feel that it is important to be a key motivator of those 
people to work, and to facilitate that organization as a key 
thrust. Finally, as a key communicator in representing 
Taylor. When the Taylor student body needs to be 
represented, I'll go, whether it is the Alumni Council, a 
church, or welcoming people to campus, which is a big 
isssue. 
Q: Why are you running for office, and what do 
you feel you can contribute? 
A: Because I'm dedicated to serving Taylor and I feel that 
through that I can serve the Lord in that capacity. I deeply 
believe in and affirm the mission and purpose of Taylor 
University to educate men arid women for lifelong learning 
and for ministering the redemptive love of Jesus Christ to a 
world in need. Also, to nurture and develop the mind, body, 
and soul conjointly through a wholistic education. Taylor 
University is one of the nation's oldest Christian liberal arts 
institutions. It possesses a rich heritage of founders and 
Alumni due to decades of committed trustees, administrators, 
faculty and students. As Taylor University, next year, 
enters its 15th decade of developing Christ committed 
citizens and leaders, a new wave of commitment and, 
optimism is flowing among the trustees, administration, 
and faculty. God's guidance evidences itself when examining 
our heritage. Furthermore, His powerful hand is today, 
guiding as the university will be dedicating a new five 
million dollar Zondervan Library and with the inaguration 
of our new president, Dr. Jay Kesler. From serving almost 
every aspect of this university for the past three years and 
gaining a greater world vision from two travel study trips, 
the opportunity of serving the Taylor student body and 
developing my skills for the future glorification of God and 
also encouraging my fellow students to do the same, 
enthuses me. I, Karen Musselman, desire to lead the Taylor 
student body to a deeper committment to Taylor heritage 
and to initiate a wave of optimism to the future and the 
opportunities each individual has to develop his or her skills 
to a complete college experience. In a world starving for 
Christian leaders, I envision Taylor as a institutional 
bulwark developing world Christians with the necessary 
skills to reach a, hungry world. That simply states why I'm 
called to run for Student Body President. 
TROJAN HORSE 
by Lloyd Work 
How many pizzas do you order a week? Four? Five? 
How many Ivanhoe's shakes or sundaes have you eaten 
lately? Four? Five? Are you getting sick of the same old 
stuff? Are you ready for something exciting and different 
from Trojan Pizza or Ivanhoes? 
Good news, food lovers!! The Trojan Horse restaurant 
has come to the rescue! No more do you have to spend 
hours choosing between pizza or ice cream; the choice is 
made for you. And you don't have to travel any further than 
your own backyard — the Trojan Horse is located right here 
on campus. What's that you say? The Trojan Horse? Oh, 
sure, you've seen their signs - in the news of the day, the 
halls, and the academic buildings. But have you actually 
seen the restaurant itself? Have you walked inside and tried 
the food? If not, why not? 
There is no time like the present. Why not try out this 
great food factory right now? After all, you deserve a treat 
after that long first semester and treacherous interterm,. 
right? But just what exactly does the Trojan Horse have to 
offer? Well, besides the courteous and friendly service, you 
will find on their menu ham and cheese sandwiches, roast 
beef, stuffed baked potatoes, hot pretzels, and nachos. 
Deserts include cinnamon rolls, Mississippi Mudd Pie, and 
pecan rolls — all at a low, low price. I personally had the 
opportunity last Tuesday evening to try the Special of the 
Week, which happened to be a "Mint Meltaway" -- a 
chocolate brownie covered with mint frosting and topped 
with vanilla ice cream and hot fudge. I can truly say that it 
was better than anything I have ever had at Ivanhoes. Are 
you getting hungry? 
Besides being a great place to eat, the Trojan Horse is a 
great place to meet. Do you have meetings or gatherings, 
but no where to hold them? The restaurant has tons of 
space for you. Why not hold your meetings in a quiet and 
private atmosphere away from all the college hysteria? 
What's more, the Trojan Horse has an upper room that can 
be rented for a small fee - perfect for larger meetings or 
banquets. Banquets can be catered, with full service being 
provided by the Trojan Horse waiters and waitresses for your 
convenience. What more can you ask for? The room seats 
approximately 24 or more people, and provides a perfect 
setting for a private banquet. Or, if you would like to 
surprise a freind, you can throw a birthday party in the 
upper room. Why not have the Trojan Horse bake the cake, 
too? $10.50 will gaurantee a humongous, delicious 
birthday cake for you and your freinds to devour. Sounds 
good, eh? 
So just where did this impressive little restaurant come 
from? It all began in 1983 when the old music building 
was renovated into what is now the Trojan Horse. Several 
businessmen associated with Taylor made the renovation 
possible by donating funds. It originally consisted of a 
grocery store, gift shop, and the restaurant Soon afterward 
the grocery store was forced to close because of the lack of 
customer interest. Trojan Horse still sells a small amount 
of gifts, including all of the wall decorations inside the 
restaurant. Try to find another restaurant that does that. 
The six members of the Trojan Horse management team 
are participating in what is called a Free Enterprise Lab. 
This is a class (SUA 453) open to all juniors and seniors 
who would like to get REAL experience in business. The 
class consists of 18 students assigned to three different 
business applications - retailing (the Trojan Horse), 
consulting (Taylor Consultants), and manufacturing (Taylor 
Manufacturing Lab). Each of the retailing teams manage 
the restaurant for a semester. Each are assigned to come up 
with a business plan, and try to make a profit on operations 






PON'T VOU ? 
WHERE ARE YOU GOING 
TO GO? WHERE ARE YOU 
G0IN6 TO STAY? 
11 WITH RELATIVES" 7 
-cgr 
Q; Jim, your theme is "Experience with 
Vision," why? 
A: I chose this theme because it best exemplifies my focus 
on the position of Student Body President. The Student 
Body President needs experience in the Taylor Student 
Organization and I've had three years experience. That 
experience has gifted me and given me the knowledge of the 
in s and out's of the student organization. My experience is 
broad-based however. It encompasses not only T.S.O., but 
Personnel Assisstant, Probe, etc. It has brought me in 
contact with the students on this campus. 
To simply have experience is not enough, however. 
More important than the experience is what I plan to do 
with that experience. I need to take that experience and put 
it into action and that's where the vision comes into play. 
My vision is .two-fold. On one hand I envision what the 
Taylor Student Organization can be and what it is right 
now. We are a strong organization right now, but we need 
to push ahead. We need to take the initiative to move. The 
vision for the student organization is a vision of seeing 
those involved seek to fulfill their positions to the best of 
their abilities; to do their jobs so well that people, on their 
own accord, take interest in the programs and want to get 
involved. 
The second aspect of my vision is that I want to see this 
campus come together and rally behind what we have here 
at Taylor; to be supportive of one another and reach out to 
one another and to reach out to the world around us. 
Q: If you get into office, what do you plan to 
accomplish? 
A: I see my accomplishments as extending into three areas. 
One, the position of Student Body President, itself: I'd like 
the opportunity in that position to lead by example. The 
position itself, by definition, is to be a liason between the 
students and the administration. I feel that you have to go 
beyond that; you have to make yourself approachable by 
both the students and the administration. The students need 
to see the Student Body President, he needs to be visible. 
Next year I plan to be just as visible, I plan to live in the 
dorm, you'll see me around campus, I'll be involved. I feel 
as though there are needs to be more communicated between 
the Student Body President and the students. 
Communication from students to T.S.O. to administration 
and back to the students. A monthly newsletter would help. 
Finally, the position is a position of ministry. I would 
encourage students to talk with me and then I could share 
with them and we could communicate in that way. 
Two, the position in relation to T.S.O.: There is a lack 
of communication right now between T.S.O. and the 
campus. We need to publicize more, to be in touch with 
the students, and to do our jobs so well that, like I said, 
others will take notice and get involved. Also, T.S.O. 
needs to look ahead and say, "What else can we 
accomplish?" Some of the things I would like to see 
accomplished are an intercampus support group with 
representatives from T.W.O., Probe, PA, etc. and a national 
idea bank created with other student government 
organizations. Also, we need to be looking into other 
pertinent issues like increased financial aid based on 
academic achievement and the paving of the parking lots. 
We need to keen lookine into the student issues and 
supporting them. 
Q. How would you define the office of the 
President of the Student Body? 
A: The office of the Student Body President, by definition, 
is the liason between the students and the administration' 
Also, you are bringing the students' needs to the 
administration and communicating back to them the 
student opinions. The Student Body President is also 
responsible for being the coordinator of the five different 
cabinets, holding them responsible and offering 
suggestions. I also feel that it is to be a communicator, 
being approachable by the students, and being involved in 
all areas. 
Q: Why are you running for office, and what do 
you feel you can contribute? 
A: Coming to Taylor as a freshman almost three years ago, 
my prayer was that I would find my place, or niche here in 
the student body. It wasn't long before I realized that God's 
call for me to serve here would be the area of student 
leadership. I can remember sitting at my first lunch eating 
a hogie and reading about the senate vacancy in Wengatz 
Hall in the News of the Day, and I can remember that 1 
prayed about it and felt a real peace about it, and after 
interviewing received the position. From that point on I've 
been moving ahead approaching each new position with the 
same attituede, and as doors have opened, I've walked 
through. With each new position has come increased 
knowlede of the in's and out's of leadership as well as a 
better understanding of where my strengths lie. More 
importantly, however, my preparation of leadership here at 
Taylor has given me a chance to use my God given abilities 
to serve the students and that gets me excited. 
That s why I'm running - it's not a resume experience, it's 
a sincere desire to lead and to assist in fostering an attitude 
among the students that I know exists among our 
administration. Maybe attitude isn't the best word - a better 
word is vision; there's a vision to catch for this university. 1 
felt it since my freshman year, and it's grown even stronger 
since President Kesler s arrival this year. It's a vision for 
the potential for good that exists here; it's a vision of what 
Taylor's students can do to impact each other and together tc 
impact the world around us. 
if possible. Professor Bob Gortner, who oversees the 
project, says that the experience is like a "living case study 
- students get excellent experience in management. They 
also get exposed to the satisfaction, rewards, and frustrations 
of operating a business. They are learning by doing." 
Gortner commented that many alumni have said that 
working at the Trojan Horse was a rewarding experience that 
paid off when they went to find jobs. So the Trojan Horse 
offers more than just food - it offers experience, too. 
The Trojan Horse is presently run by President Jennifer 
Luttrell. She oversees all of the restaurant's happenings and 
keeps things in line. Being as determined and as organized 
as she is, she has been a tremendous help in the growth of 
the restaurant She has not done it alone, though. Jennifer 
is backed up by a great team of workers who are dedicated to 
the advancement and success of the Trojan Horse. Twelve 
employees and six management team members keep the 
restaurant in business. Connie Griffin, Bob's wife, provides 
the restaurant with most of their decorations as well as 
being their main gourmet cook. Yet even though the staff 
works hard and tries their best to keep the restaurant going, 
the cannot overcome the low budget they have to work 
with. Mary Pat Mahoney and Beth Pringle, two members 
of the management team, commented that "it's frustrating 
because we have to work with such a low budget" but that 
it has been "a learning experience" for them. Beth often has 
to make daily trips to the bank to pay bills and dues that 
Cailenal fV^en Cafe °f with petty cash- She said that "our 
nfff7, i r ^,'S,!° b'eak even'" Th« 
offset the financial limits of the restaurant quite a bit, 
though. We,have a good team, " Mary Pat commented, 
and we meet twice a week on Tuesdays and Thursdays to 
plan and organize things." Jennifer said that "it is 
frustrating because most people don't know that the Trojan 
Horse exists." 
Well, food lovers, the Trojan Horse DOES exist - and 
is waiting f°r you!! It is open for great LUNCHES from 
a.m to 1:30 p.m. weekdays and for great DINNERS 
om 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. weeknights. And, for those of you 
who just can t get your eyes unglued from your TV set, the 
Trojan Horse offers FREE delivery from 8 - 12 p.m. 
th^rw"' ci,- d d°n t forget that this Tuesday evening is 
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THE ECHO PAGE 3 
CHILD ABUSE - PT. 3 
by Jeanne Milleman 
In the third and final part of our 
series on child abuse, we will look at 
one way in which Taylor students can 
become an active part in the 
prevention of child abuse, not only in 
the immediate Grant Country, but in 
surrounding townships as well. 
* * * 
At some point and time in our 
college careers, most of us will 
become involved in some group 
activity, considered "extra curricular" 
Some of the groups we may 
participate in will include athletic 
teams, musical ensembles, and student 
activity councils. 
However, the students at Taylor 
have the unique opportunity to become 
actively involved in another type of 
organization, that not only enhances 
their growth while in college, but 
benefits other individuals outside the 
campus area. These groups are 
commonly referred to as "service 
organizations." "Little Bear", 
currently a seven-person ensemble, is 
one of these many service 
organizations Taylor students have the 
opportunity to join, and is a key way 
that Taylor students can actively 
participate in the prevention of child 
abuse. 
Recently, I had the chance to speak 
to two of the members of the "Little 
Bear" team, Andy Winters and Jennifer 
Aldridge. The following is a part of 
that interview: 
R: What is the primary goal of "Little 
Bear"? 
T: "Little Bear" is designed to help 
make children aware of distinguishing 
'good touches' from 'bad touches,' and 
the importance of saying no to those 
persons that give them 'bad torches,' 
R: If I were given the char.ce to \ iew 
the play that the group performs for 
the children, what would I feel? 
T: The play revolves around four 
characters: Big Moose, Little Moose, 
Big Bear and Little Bear, with Little 
Bear being the central figure. In the 
play, Little Bear is given 'bad hugs' 
from Big Bear, and through the help of 
his friends Big Moose and Little 
Moose, Little Bear learns to say no to 
Big Bear's hugs and to tell others 
about the experience. The importance 
of not keeping secrets is stressed. 
R: Do you feel the play has been an 
effective way of detecting possible 
child abuse situations? 
T: There is a lot of emotion involved 
in performing "Little Bear." After you 
have been in the group for a while you 
can begin to spot a potential child 
abuse situation by the reaction a child 
gives during the most emotional 
scenes. In one Adams County school 
where we performed, there was a child 
that became upset during a particular 
scene during the performance and later 
we found out that the child was one 
that the county Welfare Office had 
strongly suspected of child abuse. 
R: Can anyone become involved in 
"Little Bear"? 
T: Yes. We are already looking for 
interested students to make up next 
semester's team. 
NOTE: If interested in becoming a part 
of Little Bear, students may contact 
Student Ministries. 
* * * 
As we've seen in our series, there are 
ways that we as college students can 
reach beyond the limitations of the 
campus and have a positive effect on 
the lives of these children. Contrary 
to what some may believe, child abuse 
is not something "out there", that will 
never affect us. It is a reality that 
concerns all of us, and if we were to 
recognize the part we can play in the 
prevention of child abuse, maybe one 
day we will succeed in eliminating this 
killer from our society. 
GOING.. .GOING.. .GONE! 
by Wendy Eck 
Bored? Got another 1-o-n-g empty 
Saturday evening stretching out before 
you? Girls—tired of waiting for "hat 
guy to ask you out? Guy-too chicken 
to ask that girl out? Well, don't 
despair. Don't doom yourself to a 
lonesome evening with a pizza for 
one. Take advantage of the great 
cultural opportunities presented in the 
greater Upland area. Yes, I m talking 
about the ledgendary Upland auction. 
What? You've never heard of it? 
Well, then you can't possibly know 
what you're missing. The Upland 
auction offers more excitement than 
one can find anywhere in Grant 
County-with the possible exception 
of I hat happening place, Matthews. It 's 
the perfect place to enjoy yourself on 
that rare occasion, a dateless Saturday 
night. 
One never quite knows what one 
will see at the auction. I once 
witnessed a decrepit camera being 
battered to pieces with a hammer by 
that man who helps the auctioneer (I 
think his name's Harold or something) 
after failing to sell for fifty cents. A 
friend of mine once bought this 
perfectly dreadful thing-she called it a 
pie warmer—which she later refurbished 
and sold for three times what she paid. 
You never know with the Upland 
auction. 
Okay, so let's get down to some 
bare facts. The auction takes place 
every Saturday night at 7 p.m. and 
runs until 9 p.m. or so. Anybody can 
go so don't be intimidiated by the 
sound of that word "auction." It's not 
Sotheby's where you bid on Renoirs, 
it's just a little hole in the wall where 
the auctioneer and Harold (?) try to 
pawn the junk that's been piling up in 
everybody's attics. Or maybe old 
Widow Harris died and her kids are 
cleaning out the house so they can sell 
it fast and make a profit 
Anyways, you go there-oh, by the 
way, it's located on Railroad Street, 
right over the-you guessed it-railroad 
and on the right, before you get to 
Trojan Pizza. If you want to bid on 
something you get a number as you 
come in the door. Your number is 
discreetly placed in 4 inch high letters 
on a wooden paddle that your raise as 
you place your bid. Like I said, 
Sotheby's this ain't. 
If you choose not to bid, just sit 
back and enjoy the show. It's got all 
the elements of a good movie: 
engaging characters, suspense, high 
drama-and you save yourself about 
four bucks. Sit on the edge of your 
chair, holding your breath to see if the 
box of Christmas ornaments will go 
to the determined lady in the pink 
curlers or the elderly man with a glass 
eye. And how much will it go for? 
Fifty cents? A dollar? A dollar fifty? 
Oh my gosh, it hit two bucks! 
Yes, it's a hot time at the old 
auction. Save yourself from a ho-hum 
Saturday night. Cash a check for three 
bucks at your hall desk and go down to 
the Upland auction and buy yourself a 
living room sofa or something. 
Midsummer Night's Dream Put to Bed 
by Barry VonLanken 
William Shakespeare's art of 
mayhem and frolic came alive on the 
Taylor stage these last two weekends 
with the portrayal of the comedy, "A 
Midsummer Night's Dream". 
Directed by Dr. Oliver Hubbard, this 
production starred a number of talented 
new actors to the Taylor stage as well 
as many seasoned actors. 
The play is the story of magical 
characters, romance, intrigue, and 
nobility, all intertwined with that 
creative Shakespearean humor. 
The structure of the play's language, 
as is common in Shakespearean 
pieces, made it a bit difficult to 
understand the meaning of many of the 
lines, but if one sat back and simply 
listened to the wording, it all made 
clear poetic sense. 
The costumes effectively projected 
the styles of Shakespeare's time, 
although let us hope tights never come 
back in style for men. 
The set and technical effects were 
excellent and helped to set the mood 
and atmosphere of an enchanted forest. 
The set's ingenious design was once 
again the creative and dedicated work of 
Dr. Oliver Hubbard, Director of 
Theatre. 
Overall, the show brought back the 
charming days of Shakespeare and an 
escape for the audience into the 
dreamworld of theatre. 
m GO GREYHOUND r Ana leave the driving to us: 
Chicago 9:35 am, 11:45 am, 8:00pm 
Indianapolis and 
towards Fla. Calif. 
New York etc. 
11:45am & 8:00pm 
Ft. Wayne, Toledo 
Detroit & Cleveland 
9:35am & 8:55pm 
*99 Round trip. Anywhere we go. 
This Spring Break, if you and your 
friends are thinking about heading to the 
slopes, the beach or just home for a visit, 
Greyhound' can take you there. For only 599 
or less, round trip. 
From February 15 through April 27, all 
you do is show us your college student I.D. 
card when you purchase your ticket. Your 
ticket will then be good for travel for 15 days 
from the date of purchase. 
So this Spring Break, get a real break. 
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $99 or less. 
For more information, call Greyhound. 
Must present a valid college student I.D. card upon purchase. No other 
discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable and good for travel on Greyhound 
Lanes, Inc., and other participating cametv Certain restrictions apply Offer 
effective 2-15-86 Offer limited. Not valid in Canada. 
Bus Station Located at: COURTESY ECONOMY INN 
9 and 37 Bypass N. -1370 N. Baldwin Ave. 
Marion, IN 46952 
R64-3935 open 7 days 
'Retrospect' 
on Exhibit 
A Bit of President Reagan 
by Jack Anderson and Joseph Spear 
by David Bachman 
The artwork of Laura Klosterman 
will be on display in the Chronicle-
Tribune Art Gallery through March 
20. 
The show is Miss Klosterman's 
senior exhibit and is titled 
"Retrospect." It features watercolors, 
drawings, ceramics and other artwork 
done as a student at Taylor. Miss 
Klosterman is an Art Education major. 
The gallery is located in the Art/ 
Little Theatre Building and is open 
Monday to Saturday 11-4, and 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
evenings from 7-9 p.m. 
Behind the Scenes 
Ronald Reagan handles a variety of 
roles-president, husband, father and 
now book critic—with a good-humored 
ease that has endeared him to millions. 
Asked his reaction to the new, 
supposedly autobiographical "novel" 
by his daughter Patti, the president 
smiling told our associate Dale Van 
Atta that he had found it "interesting 
fiction"—and he put a barely noticeable 
emphasis on the second word. 
The publishers of "Home Front" 
understandably play down the idea that 
the book is a work of fiction. The 
dust jacket burbles breathlessly: 
"Pattie Davis, the actress daughter of 
Ronald and Nancy Reagan, has written 
a suprising, moving and candidly 
autobiographical novel about growing 
up in the public eye..." 
The book does bear a suspicious 
resemblance to the life of 33-year-old 
Patti. The heroine is Beth Canfield, 
rebellious child of Robert, who is 
elected governor of California and later 
president, and Hariett, "a strong-willed 
woman fiercely loyal to her husband's 
dream: the presidency," according to 
the book jacket. 
The fictional father's background 
includes a job as spokesman for 
"National Motors," which he got 
because of his "hardy good looks and 
persuasive voice." In time, "men in 
important positions saw that my 
father's homespun likability could sell 
a great deal more than the latest model 
station wagon," the heroine writes. 
The novel is not generally unkind to 
the fictional parents, through there are 
some less-than-flattering references to 
the parent-daughter relationship. So 
Van Atta asked the president his 
opinion of the book, which had arrived 
at the White House a few days earlier. 
Reagan's response betrayed neither 
irritation or bitterness: "Well, I will 
just say it very simply. I thought it 
was an interesting piece of fiction. 
And as to any effort of anyone to 
portray it as autobiographical, I will 
cite, that line that appears at the 
bottom or at the end of every movie: 
'Any relationship or resemblance to 
persons living or dead is purely 
coincidental."' 
The first lady once replied 
in some exasperation to a question 
about Patti's politics: "Who would 
want a clone for a child?" 
Patti hopes to play her ficitional 
heroine in a TV movie based on the 
novel. Who will play Robert 
Canfield? Years ago Pattie told a 
reporter: "I always had this fantasy that 
I could do a film with (my father) 
some day." 
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RUSS VAN DINE 
DOUG MANTHA 
Taylor's newspaper, The Echo, is published bi-weekly as a Sunday edition 
except during Christmas, summer vacation and examination periods. 
The Echo office is located in the upstairs Union and has office hours 
between 4:00 and 6:00 Monday through Friday. Messages may be left by 
phoning at ext. 5359. Since 1913, the Echo has been published for the students 
and community of 1 aylor University. The yearly mailed subscription rate is 
Sl'0.00 and is available for out of state mailings as well. 
The Echo recognizes the responsibility to provide a catalyst for the 
exchange of views and ideas through letters to the editor. The Echo will 
attempt to uphold quality journalism and the priority for increasing the growth 
we share as believers in Christ. 
Views expressed by individuals are not necessarily the views of the Echo, 
the student body, faculty , or Taylor as a whole. 
COMEBACK COME 
BACK TO THE FUTURE 
RECITAL 
A Reader's Theatre entitled "From 
the Pages of Literature" will be 
presented Wednesday, March 19, at 
8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall by 
students from Wheaton College. The 
performance is under the direction of 
Dr. Ed Hollatz, Chairman of the 
Wheaton College Speech 
Communication Department, and Dr. 
Eleanor Paulson, Director of Oral 
Interpretation at Wheaton. 
Included in the group of three men 
and four women are former Taylor 
student Celia Hollatz and David Wolf, 
brother of Larissa Wolf, presently a 
sophomore at Taylor. The group will 
perform at the National Forensics 
Competition in Charolotte, North 
Carolina. There is no charge for the 
Taylor performance. 
by Mike Prell 
Nostalgia Night returns to Taylor 
University for the eleventh year this 
Wednesday night, full of old music and 
new surprises. 
Nostalgia Night was born when 
some Taylor students decided to put on 
their own show after seeing Elvis 
Presley and The Screaming Wheels, 
said Randy Dodge, Director of Student 
Programs and Leadership 
Development. The first Nostalgia 
Night took place in 1973. It has been 
held every year since then, with the 
exceptions of 1976 and 1977, when it 
was cancelled by faculty due to 
discipline problems associated with the 
show, said Dodge. 
This year's Nostalgia Night will 
continue the tradition and add some 
new surprises. A light show will be 
added, along with additions to the 
sound system. One of the acts will be 
a group made up of faculty doing 
Chuck Berry's "Johnny B. Goode." 
"I'm very excited about this year's 
Nostalgia Night," said Dina King, 
Special Events Coordinator for SAC. 
"It's better than a blue light special at 
K-Mart." 
Reserved tickets for Nostalgia 
Night, which starts at 8:15 p.m. 
Wednesday, are on sale upstairs in the 
Union, for $2 apiece. 
WILMORE, KY 40390-1199 
Advanced studies equip men and women for service in 
pastoral, missionary, evangelistic and educational 
ministry—to serve the Church and reach the world with 
the compassion of Christ. Choose Asbury. Get an edge 
on excellence in ministrv. 
Earn an Asbury degree: 
• M.Div. with majors possible in: 
Pastoral Care and Counseling 
World Mission and Evangelism 
Christian Education 









Philosophy of Religion 
Post-M.Div. programs in the school of 
Theology and the E. Stanley Jones School i 
of World Mission and Evangelism lead to: ' 
• Master of Theology 
• Doctor of Ministry in: 
Administration and Pastoral Care ! 
Spiritual Formation 
World Mission and Evangelism 
David L. McKenna 
President 
The Word - our authority 
Holiness - our call, 
Ministry - our motiue, 
The World • our parish! 
Call John S. Lindberg. Director of Admissions (606) 858-3581 
COMPLETE AND MAIL 
TELL ME MORE ABOUT: 







THE ECHO PAGE 4 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO US 
CHILDREN'S CRUSADE 
Chanter 6 
As Mike took Joy's left hand in his own, he slipped the 
golden band onto her ring finger and gazed at it's solemnity 
and perfect symmetry, wondering, Whv does it look so 
much like a leash? 
Candles flickered like tiny thoughts and Joy, in turn, 
slid a matching band onto Mike's finger admiring the strong 
diagonal lines and the glitter. The smell of burning candles 
made her smile as she breathed deeply thinking of letters 
sealed with a flowery J and crimson wax, notes proclaiming 
infinite, eternal love at the slightly post-pubescent stage, 
notes with varied names, different faces, but the same 
intent. Failure was more than a relative term at times; it 
often became the acceptable norm - a sheepish grin with 
just a tint of hurt, but superficial at best. And again that 
glowing, shining band to breathe gold breath into a magical 
life-unit, a duet of one. All that glitters is not gold, she 
quoted to herself. I guess that's whv there's Tarn-X. 
With wrapping paper cluttered here and there, a 
toast-r-oven sitting precariously atop a tupper ware set and 
dirty paper plates everywhere, Mike and Joy made their 
escape as Mark Bender grabbed a microphone and began 
telling his hapless audience a somewhat nonamusing story 
about two Polish priests and the Archbishop of Las Vegas. 
Collecting their luggage from their trailer they smiled at 
each other and fastened their seatbelts, together at last yet 
locked away in their own private cells. 
Joy glanced at her watch. 5:19 and several hours of 
travel ahead. She looked again and was suprised to notice 
her age as she recalled a plaque she'd read many years before. 
At fifteen we learned how to drive 
At sixteen we learned how to drive correctly 
At seventeen we learned how to drive as other happy 
motorists expected us to drive 
At eighteen we learned how to drive as we please 
At nineteen we learned why we had to be eighteen, 
and seventeen, and sixteen, and fifteen 
Mike started the car and pulled out of the driveway. I 






"Of getting lost." 
"The road atlas is in the back seat." 
He'll never understand, she mused with a touch of 
remorse. I'm not Jov Gerber anymore. I'm not mv own 
person. 
That was really a dumb thing to sav. Mike reflected. I 
know she's hurting. But so am I! I'm no longer a free 
person. I'm shackled bv something as old as dirtv dishes. 
Joy glanced sideways at her husband, then slowly turned 
to gaze at him. No. I'm not Jov Gerber anymore. But I'm 
still Jov. And he's still Mike. And we're still married, a 
good two hours running. 
Mike gripped the wheel tightly. Yet it's not like I'm a 
slave. I mean, I love her, and I want to be her husband, and 
it'll mean sacrifices but, honestly. I happen to think she's 
worth it. And through her, with her help. I think I'll he 
able to find out more about mvself and about others. I 
think I'll have a basis on which to build more self-esteem 
which God knows I need. I could do some nrettv awesome, 
things. 
Joy watched the cars zoom past as they pulled onto the 
expressway. Even if things can never be like I used to 
know, that doesn't mean they'll be worse. Actually. T didn't 
have much of a future planned, and now. I have a whole 
new life to look forward to. It's full of responsibilities, and 
I need that. I've gotten too selfish, too carefree-
She accepts me. She loves me. She criticizes me. hut 
she doesn't mean to hurt me. So now I don't have to work 
at impressing anybody. I'm free, free to do as I please as 
long as it doesn't harm anyone. 
"Mike?" Joy placed her hand on his elbow and gave it a 
gentle squeeze. 
"Yes, love," Mike replied, smiling, knowing. 
"Happy Birthday to us." 
to be continued 
Kyles' Korner " in Pink" 
by Steve Kyle 
Pretty in Pink is the Cinderella 
story of a high school senior named 
Andy who has evolved from a lower 
class family but finds herself in a 
school peopled with a wealthy student 
'body. Although the rich and the poor 
seldom mingle at this school, it's love 
at first sight for both Andy and Blane. 
After one short date in which they 
both "fall in love," the clash with the 
peers begins., Andy's dearest friend 
feels-abandoned and tries to avoid her 
but the real conflict is caused by 
Blane's "best friend." This guy is a 
stereotypical rich kid who sees few as 
his equal. He tells Blane that Andy is 
"trash" and will never be accepted in 
their realm of society. Because of 
this, Blane stops calling Andy and 
backs out on their prom date. Both 
struggle with emotional difficulties 
until the climax in which they meet 
face to face at the prom. Blane, of 
course, apologizes for being a jerk, 
tells her he loves her and the two kiss 
with eternal joy in their souls. 
Pretty in Pink has the potential to 
take this traditional Cinderella plot and 
make us laugh, cry and cheer for the 
heroes of humanity. The two lovers 
could have risen above the superficial 
institutions of classism and illustrated 
that we're all equal, having an innate 
need ifpr love and companionship. 
Andy and Blane don't. They couldn't. 
There is no depth to be seen in their 
relationship. When they go out they 
drive around a little and then jump 
each other's bones. There is no reason 
for me to believe that this relationship 
is anything special. To rise above 
class struggles and show their peers 
the folly of it, they should show 
something more real than just a 
physical attraction. 
The potential of the plot is ruined 
by this shallowness. We are not given 
enough of their situation to understand 
the conflict, let alone care for char­
acters like Blane and Andy who show 
little identifiable human traits.The 
only element that keeps audiences' 
attention is the movie's high level of 
sentimentality. Perhaps the best 
description of the movie is given by 
Leslie Sare, Michelle Potter's 
roommate. She calls it "cutsey." 
I didn't hate the movie; I'm an 
American and I love a happy ending. 
But I will say that the average movie 
goer with a mentality of a fifth grader 
should save the four bucks and spend 
that two hours writing a new movie 
script for Pretty in Pink, one which 
I'm sure will be comparable to the 
original. Finally, what really hacked 
me off about the movie is the fact that 
Andy, the main character, didn't even 
look pretty in pink, in fact, quite 
nasty. I give it a 4. 
by Mike Kyle 
Pretty in Pink (How about that 
title?) gives all of us "teeny-boppers" 
something to love. Pretty in Pink 
depicts the age-old clash between rich 
and poor. Rich boy, poor girl, hey, 
what could be better? All good 
movies present conflict. Pretty in 
Pink has it. The conflict lies both in 
Blane's relationship with Andy and in 
his own inner tug-of-war between his 
emotions and the expectations of 
society. Yet, Blane is a stud. He 
overcomes peer-pressure and, in the 
end, reveals his true emotions for 
Andy. 
Andy, on the other hand, needs a 
new name and face. Looks are 
everything in the movies. But Andy 
is not that good-looking. Why? There 
are even girls at Taylor who look 
better. (Well???) Not only was she 
poor, but she failed in her physical 
stature. (So much for realism...) 
Pretty in Pink is a typical 
adolescent film, but many will like it 
because of it's theme. I must admit 
that the film did entertain me and gave 
me a "good feeling" after it was all 




by Dave Bachman 
Steve Taylor and Some Band played 
an energetic set to an enthusiastic 
crowd of about 600 Wednesday night 
The concert was opened by the 
Southern California band, Youth 
Choir. They were warmly received 
although it was evident that the crowd 
was unfamiliar with the band and their 
music. 
Steve Taylor opened his set with a 
red hot version of his classic song, "I 
Want to Be a Clone." Taylor's band, 
Some Band, worked hard behind their 
front man. Taylor was all over the 
stage, jumping, running and sliding. 
The energy never let up through the 
entire set. 
Songs such as "Color Code", "On 
the Fritz", and "Sin for a Season" were 
pounded out by Taylor and the band, 
and the crowd loved it. They were on 
their feet, clapping and singing along, 
for most of the concert. 
Taylor mixed humor and satire in 
many of his songs. A handful of 
costume changes helped to further 
explain his message. 
Night Meeting: Friend or Foe? 
by Keith Singer 
Our hero rode long and hard for days without end. His 
great horse flew as a bird on the wind and the miles went 
swiftly by. Small breaks for meals and brief respites for 
sleep were all Sir Gar an made time for. 
JUST and RIFT wearied of the task at hand but each knew 
the urgency of the knight's ride. The Smites were able to 
start Garan on the path which ended in the Kingdom of 
Halifax. It was many miles distant and would be no easy 
road for many dangers existed on such a trail. 
Sir Garan rested near the fire one night. The flames rose 
into the sky and cast a glow on his two small friends. His 
mind drifted off to a distant land where his hopes took on 
the form of a beautiful princess. And as he dreamed, he 
faded into the land of shadows and sleep. 
Sir Garan awoke to a sudden cry from RIFT. In front of 
the knight's eyes rested the blade of a sword. The man 
yielding the sword was dressed in rags and had the 
appearance of one who had been beaten. His graying hair 
was knotted and twisted and his back showed the long lines 
of a sharp whip's crack. He stared hard at Sir Garan and 
waited for a response of movement from the knight. 
After surveying the man, Garan said, "Good sir, come sit 
with me. I have done you no wrong. We are by no means 
enemies. Why do you show me such arrogance by drawing 
your sword?" 
The stranger did not reply but remained steadfast 
In a flash, Garan's sword was unsheathed, and with one 
sudden stroke, the stranger's blade lay on the ground. Garan 
smiled and stated, "Now we have both done each other an 
injustice. Come recline with me while I make us 
something to fill ourselves." 
The man finally spoke, "I need your assistance, not your 
food. I overpowered a guard, stole his sword and escaped 
from a slave march not three miles distant from here. I was 
not followed but my family and fellow countrymen still 
march under the whips of those dogs. There are but six 
guards which is not an impossible number for two men to 
overcome. Will you help? Answer now, for I have not 
time to waste." 
Garan thought and then replied, "Two against six is but 
foolishness. Let us not throw away our lives. I will give 
you clothing and supplies but to risk my own life in such a 
pursuit, although a worthy ending, is not of good counsel 
for myself. Is there not another way to free these people? 
Were I to lose my life in this pursuit perhaps I shall never 
see the shimmering beauty of my beloved princess 
Chastia." 
The knight thought for a moment,then counseled briefly 
with RIFT. Alas, JUST was still asleep and had not heard 
the conservation. Garan had decided (with much help from 
RIFT, no doubt), "I cannot help with this matter, my 
friend, but please make a seat and join in the taking of 
morsels with me." 
It is indeed sad to see such a choice as this but do not all 
of us at times hope a problem will disappear without our 
involvement. Had JUST been awake or had Garan bothered 
to consult him, perhaps the decision would havebeen of 
another nature. Perhaps Garan was afraid of what JUST 
would have said about this matter. 
The man looked hard at Garan, turned, and returned back 
to the place from whence he had come. As the knight 
watched him go, his shame grew and his heart was troubled. 
A nudge from somewhere inside him made him wary of the 
decision he had made. JUST awoke and asked about the 
man in the distance and what events had transpired. 
"Sit with me my friend," said Garan, "for it is not a 
pretty tale." The man soon was beyond sight and they all 
grew silent. 
...to be continued 
WTUCTOP30 
1) Sharayah Amy Grant 
2) Jericho Imperials 
3) Darkness is Falling Bryan Duncan 
4) Why Should the Devil have all the 
Good Music? 
5) Lifeboat 
6) The Champion 
7) Burn It Up 
8)  S tuf f  
9) Stranger to Holiness 
10)  I t  Don' t  Mat ter  
11)  To  Forg ive  
12) On the Edge 











14)  Des t ined  to  S in  
15) Yield to the Spirit 
16) Messiah (live) 
17) Competition 
18) You Can Go 
19) Dance 
20) Gospel Ship 
21)  When God  Ran 
Vector 
DeGarmo & Key 
English Band 
Larry Norman 





22) One Thing Leads To Another 
Leon Patillo 
23) One,Heart at a Time 
Don Fransisco 
24)  Safe  Steve Archer 
25) Harder to Finish Servant 
26) Tapestry jeri DeSario 
27) Keep Fighting the Fight 
Whitehead 
28) All Systems Go The Archers 
29) Let The Wind Blow Imperials 
30) Mirror of your Heart 
Chris Christian 
Good New Cuts: 
* Hear What I Say 
* Fade Into You 
Vector 
Youth Choir 
The message in Taylor's music is 
what sets him apart from most other 
Christian musicians. He speaks and 
sings boldy about many problems 
such as racism, political oppression 
and the "distorted teachings" of many 
in Christianity. 
One of his most outspoken songs, 
"Color Code", speaks out against Bob 
Jones University where interaction 
between blacks and whites is governed 
by the University. The song starts, 
"Down in Carolina way/Lives a man 
named Big B.J./B.J. went out and got 
a school/Founded on Caucasian rule/ 
Bumper sticker on his Ford/Says 
'Honkies love the Lord'/We don't need 
no color code..." 
With humor, Taylor makes his 
point about a very serious subject. 
The crowd called Taylor and Some 
Band back on stage for two encores 




The addition of tu/n no™, * • . ... 
Christy, Glass 
The addition of two new personnel 
and a restructuring of the staff 
organization will help strengthen the 
work of Taylor University's 
Advancement Department. 
George Glass, for 26 years a 
member of the Institution's athletics 
program, has been named Associate 
Vice President for Alumni and 
Institutional Relations. Brian Christy, 
presently director of Sammy Morris 
residence hall and a member of the 
Taylor staff for eight years, has.been 
appointed Associate Director of 
Development. Both men are Taylor 
University alumni. 
Glass will begin duties in the 
advancement area on March 31. He 
will have overall responsibility for 
alumni relations, news media services, 
university publications and church 
relations. Because of his residence hall 
obligations, Christy will be unable to 
join the advancement staff on a 
full-time basis until after spring 
semester. 
"We're obviously excited about both 
of these people coming to our 
department," says Dr. Charles "Chip" 
Jaggers, Vice President for 
Advancement. "Both of these men 
have had a long-term commitment to 
Taylor University in other areas, and 
we know that their addition will 
strengthen our advancement staff." 
Glass joined Taylor University's 
physical education faculty in 1960 and 
coached cross country and track while 
assisting with the basketball team. In 
1965, Glass was named athletic 
director and head of the physical 
education department; at that time, he 
gave up his assistant basketball 
coach's position. Glass resigned as 
athletic director and department head in 
1975 to concentrate on teaching and 
coaching, but when the athletic 
director's position opened up again in 
1981, he accepted the job. 
With 35 championship titles and 32 
coach of the year awards spread 
between track and cross country during 
the past 26 years, little more need be 
said of the success Glass has 
experienced as a coach. He served as 
NAIA District 21 Chairman from 
1967-75, served in the National 
Coaches Association of the NAIA for 
eight years, including holding the 
presidency of the organization for two 
years, and has been a chairman of both 
the NAIA Track and Cross Country 
Coaches organizations. In addition, 
Glass is a member of the ruling body 
of the Indoor National Track 
Championships and served as an 
official at the 1984 Olympics in Los 
Angeles. 
But Glass is not about to rest on his 
laurels, and is making a clean break 
from coaching. "I don't think you can 
live on what you've done," he says. 
"You've got to look ahead." 
"I've got super memories. It's not 
that I'm ungrateful and unappreciative, 
but I can't dwell on what I've done. 
Let's talk about what we want to do, 
what we want to accomplish in the 
future." 
Christy, too, is a builder of 
programs, developing and 
strengthening Taylor University's 
Equestrian Club during its three year's 
of existence. His work with the 
Equestrian Club in securing resources 
will benefit him in his new role of 
advancement; likewise, his 
advancement responsibilities in the 
areas of personal solicitation of annual 
gifts, the direct mail program, and the 
annual phonathons should strengthen 
his ongoing work with the Equestrian 
Club, Christy says. 
But his greatest interest in 
advancement has been building steadily 
during his last eight years at Taylor, 
while serving as Director of 
Off-Campus Housing, Director of 
Housing, and most recently as 
Residence Hall Director of Sammy 
Morris. "I've grown to appreciate the 
importance of the annual fund and the 
role it plays in the lives of students," 
Christy says. "Serving in a residence 
hall, I've seen a lot of students come 
and go because they couldn't afford 
Taylor. I want to make Taylor 
affordable to all students, and working 
with the annual fund is one way this 
can came about" 
Besides these additions, Dr. Jaggers 
had reorganized other areas of the 
advancement staff to maske more 
effective use of existing personnel and 
to strengthen future efforts. 
TAYLOR'S FANS BECAME THE "SIXTH PLAYER" AND 
REVELED IN THE VICTORY WITH THE OTHER PLAYERS 
TROJANS PICK UP FIRST 
TOURNAMENT WIN 
by J.B. Popp 
Last Thursday, by beating I.U. 
Southeast 60-54, Taylor began what it 
hoped to be a string of victories 
leading them to a district 
championship. I.U. Southeast who 
had already played the Trojans close 
this year were again giving Taylor a 
run for their money. Southeast was 
down only by five at halftime, 31-26, 
and cut the lead to two, 33-31, early in 
the second half. But then Taylor's 
Ralph Gee and Steve Kasteleirt took 
over, helping the Trojans to outscore 
the Grenadiers, 15-6 to take a 46-39 
lead. Gee, who at one point scored 
nine straight points, scored 17 points 
in the second half and a game high 26 
for the game. Coach Patterson 
commented that Gee's play was very 
"active," and also added that Steve 
Kastelein was a key part of Taylor's 
sin, playing well both offensively and** 
defensively. 
As mentioned, Ralph Gee led all 
scoring with 26 points, while Tom 
Granitz pitched in 12. Jim Bushur led 
the Trojans with 7 rebounds. 
TAYLOR WINS 
TOURNAMENT CHAMPIONSHIP 
by J.B. Popp 
RALPH SCORES TWO POINTS 
PACERS WIN NUMBER 22 
The Indiana Pacers have matched 
their total number of victories for the 
1984-85 season with their twenty-
second win of the year, defeating the 
Seattle Supersonics 120-112 in 
Seattle. Waymon Tisdale scored 31 
points and Clint Richardson scored 21 
for Indiana. The Pacers still have 19 
games remaining in the season. 
"Baseball, Hotdogs, 
Apple Pie, and 
Chevrolet..." 
by Tim Hirons 
" . . .  h o t  d o g s ,  a p p l e  p i e ,  a n d  
Chevrolet." What's missing? 
Baseball, of course! Taylor's men's 
baseball team is ready to go. Their 
first scheduled game is March 20, a 
home game against Bethel College. 
Starting time is 1:00 p.m. Taylor is 
scheduled to play 40 regular season 
games, most of them doubleheaders. 
During Spring Break the team will 
travel to Cocoa Beach, Florida, where 
they will play against 12 teams in a 
Christian College Tournament. 
Last year, Taylor's baseball team 
won 24, against 15 losses. Coach 
Larry Winterholter feels they will have 
a very good season this year. Although 
fall tryouts yielded only one new 
player, Jay Hubbard, Coach 
Winterholter said that "pitching depth 
and consistency will be the key to a 
successful season." The future looks 
very promising as a strong pitching 
staff is led by starters Tom Spahr, Bill 
Burress, Steve Wertman, Rich Frieder, 
and Matt Clouser. 
Taylor's 1986 team will consist of 
18 players. Tentative starters will 
include: Jim Bushur~3rd base, Greg 
Sweet-shortstop, Chod Boxwell~2nd 
base, Tom Spahr—1st base, Dan 
James-catcher, Dan Chilcott-left field, 
Greg Beaverson-center field, Chris 
Adams-right field. The pitching staff 
and many other team players have been 
practicing since January, so everyone 
is eager to get out on the diamond. 
Let's show our support and cheer the 
team on! 
COACH PATTERSON 
AND TOM GRANITZ 
CONFERS WITH STEVE KASTELEIN 
With the help of what Coach 
Patterson called "a great sixth man," 
Taylor defeated Purdue-Calumet 70-69, 
to win the NAIA District 21 
Championship. Although the Trojans 
were outrebounded 26-13, they played 
extremely well, shooting 59 percent * 
from the floor and committing only 
three turnovers. 
The game was tied fourteen times 
and the lead changed hands thirteen 
times. At one point, it looked like 
Purdue Calumet was going to blow 
out the Trojans. Thisoccured after 
Calumet outscored Taylor 10-2 and had 
taken a 42-38 lead. At this point 
Coach Patterson called a time out to 
settle down his team. After the 
timeout, with the help of Jim Bushur's 
three point play, Taylor regained the 
lead, 43-42. After this the biggest lead 
of either team would be by three. 
Neither team really gained control of 
the game until Taylor took the lead 
64-63 on a Tom Granitz jumper with 
1:40 left. Then good defensive 
pressure trapped Calumet's Curtis Rias 
into a five second call, giving the ball 
back to the Trojans. At this point, 
Greg Habegger increased Taylor's lead 
to three with a jumpshot and it was 
curtains for Calumet. 
After this there was not much 
Purdue Calumet could do but try to 
score as fast as they could and foul the 
most likely Trojan to miss a free 
throw. The one they picked was 
freshman Jim Bushur. But Bushur 
responded like a senior by converting 
on all four of his shots from the 
chanty stripe and all Purdue Calumet 
could do was to watch the final 
seconds tick off the clock and watch 
the Taylor players and fans go berserk. 
About the only person who was not in 
frenzy, besides the Calumet team, was 
Coach Patterson who remained calm 
and proud~as he watched his team 
celebrate a ' second district 
championship in three years. 
Ralph Gee played another 
phenomenal game for Taylor, 
knocking down 26 points and grabbing 
4 rebounds. Tom Granitz scored 16 
points while Jim Bushur and Greg 





Joe Romine has been appointed 
Taylor University Athletic Director, 
Dr. Daryl R. Yost, Provost/Executive 
Vice President, announced February 
25. 
Romine replaces George Glass, who 
was named Associate Vice President 
for Alumni and Institutional Relations 
previously. Romine has served as 
Assistant Athletic Director to Glass 
for the past five years. Both 
appointments are effective March 31. 
"George has allowed me a lot of 
different experiences over the years," 
Romine said. "I'm excited now about 
being in charge of the athletic program 
and carrying on the great tradition in 
Taylor University athletics that George 
has established over the years as 
athletic director." 
"I've been a part of the mechanism 
for five years now, arid athletic 
administration is my interest." 
A 1970 graduate of Taylor 
University, Romine. first joined the 
Taylor staff in 1972 as Director of 
Student Programs and Assistant 
Football Coach. He left in 1976 to 
serve as Athletic Director of 
Mississinewa High School, resigning 
from that position two years later to 
enter private business. In 1981, 
Romine was hired as an assistant to 
Athletic Director of Taylor University. 
Romine has completed his master's 
degree in Student Personnel and 
Administration in Higher Education at 
Ball State University. He is presently 
working on his doctorate in Education 
Administration at Ball State, with 
only his dissertation remaining. 
Dear Student Body, 
Words can not begin to express the gratitude we feel for the 
support and enthusiasm you have given the basketball team this 
year. There is no doubt in our minds that Taylor has the finest 
fans in the state of Indiana and we're sure IUSE, Tri State and 
Purdue Calumet also agree. We wish all of you could have taken 
some of the net with you, but there just wasn't enough to go 
around. Hopefully you got some toilet paper. There seemed to 
be plenty of that around!!! 
We would also like to thank Coach Patterson, Coach Brooks 
and Coach Springer for the fine job they have done this year. 
Taylor is fortunate to have these three men leading the basketball 
program. They have worked long and hard to bring Taylor 
basketball to where it is today. 
Once again, thanks for your support this year. Pray for us as 
we go to K.C. that we would represent Taylor well. 
Sincerely, 
The Trojan Seniors: 
Steve Kastelein, Tim Ferris, 
Tom Granitz 
TOM GRANITZ'S GRIM­
ACE OF INTENSITY — 
KENT NELSON'S SHOUT 
OF VICTORY 
Gary!s Barber Shop 
90°/ off oil• 
REDKIN ANDR K PRODUCTS 
In Upland, Just North of the Bank 




NOT GOOD FOR: 
— Carryouts 
— Any other discount offer 
MEXICAN-AMERICAN 
RESTAURANT 
809 West McGalliard Road 
Muncie, IN 
Offer good with coupon Sun., March 9 - Sat., March 15 
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Checking Checks, it's Linda New Discovery of Smoking Effects 
by Margy Curry 
Cashing checks, making sure tuition 
payments are made and helping 
students answer questions about their 
school bill is all a part of Linda 
Blakely's job as cashier in the 
Administration Building's Controller's 
Office. 
Linda has worked at Taylor for six 
months. In a recent interview, Linda 
said, "The best part of my job. is 
working with the students. I found 
out that a lot ot them are very good 
people and their spiritual part 
fascinates me." 
Linda grew up and still resides in 
Jongsboro, Indiana. She graduated 
from Mississinewa High School. 
After graduation, she had several jobs 
before coming to Taylor. 
Her most recent job prior to coming 
to Taylor was as a cashier at First 
National Bank of Jonesboro. "The 
main reason for change," Linda said, 
"was the opportunity to work with 
students." 
The difference between a cashier at 
the bank and at Taylor is the people. 
p j§»!s 
Linda noted, "At the bank, there were a 
lot of hassles. A lot of people were 
upset or angry, but people at Taylor 
are more concerned about each other." 
The most challenging part of Linda's 
job is learning a new routine. She is 
planning to take business courses at 
Taylor to aid in the understanding of 
the accounting aspect of her job. 
For relaxation Linda enjoys pencil 
sketching, watching her daughters 
Angie and April play baseball in the 
summer and camping in southern 
Indiana with her husband George and 
their daughters. 
Letter to the Edit -
To the Editor: 
This letter is in reference to the article in the Echo dated 
February 25, 1986, pertaining to the gentleman who works 
in the Dining Commons for Greyhound Food Management. 
In my opinion, the article was just a little unfair, since 
your reporter made it sound in this article as if the Dining 
Commons is a one man show—by not even asking the 
gentleman the article was done on about how he likes 
working with the other employees of Greyhound Food Mgt. 
So, to be properly informed, would be to have asked some 
questions pertaining also to the rest of the staff-not to 
make it sound as if the Dining Commons is a one man 
show when it comes to preparing the meals. 
As for the students' comments on Tom Cain, they do not 
realize that while he is out front socializing with the 
students during the meal at lunch time there is a full staff of 
people still working and running the cafeteria and at dinner 
time there is at least one person and sometimes two, still in 
the kitchen running the dinner meal. 
The dining commons has a full management staff who 
does the ordering and checks the quality of the food to make 
sure it is the possible choice of meat. The recipes that we 
serve from the menu are sent to us from the department of 
Greyhound Food Management, from Phoenix, Arizona. 
I will give him the credit where it is due such as the 
preparing of the sandwiches and at least one evening meal a 
week as well as the breakfast meal such as the eggs or 






# restaurant ̂  
Our Family Pledge 
is to Please You 
Only 10 Minutes East of Taylor 
on State Road 3 South 
All-you-can-eat Chicken 
$ 3  .  5 9  
All-you-can-eat Fish 
$ 3  .  7 9  
Monday - Saturday 6am - 9pm Sunday 6:30am - 9pm 
Monday 
Wednesday 
Study with the 
ones who write 
the books 
There's no better way to study than with scholars 
who are on the cutting edge in their field. Authors 
researching the most current issues and methods. 
Educators committed to the inerrant Word of God. 
That's what keeps our students on the cutting edge. 
For details, call (312) 945-8800, or mail this 
coupon now. Ask about our: . 
27 graduate programs and 5 doctoral programs, 
internship and missions opportunities,_ 
student body of 1,300 students from 46 states, 
26 nations, and 65 denominations, 
98% placement record. 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 
PHONE 
EVANGELICAL DIVINITY SCHOOL 
2121 Halt Dav Rd.. Dei-rfiHd. II 60015-1281 
Cigarette packages already carry 
several warnings about the health 
hazards from smoking. If new research 
proves conclusive there might be need 
for one more—"Warning: radiation in 
cigarettes can lead to cancer." 
Cigarettes contain so much 
radioactivity that a pack-and-a-half-per-
day smoker gets a yearly does of 
radiation in parts of his lungs equal to 
what his skin would be exposed to in 
about 300 chest X-rays. 
Although the experts are not sure of 
the full extent of the health risks, Dr. 
Joseph R. DiFranza of the University 
of Massachusetts Medical Center 
believes that "radiation alone could 
account for about half of all lung 
cancers in smokers." 
Scientists have traced radiation in 
cigarettes to the fields where tobacco is 
grown. For many decades, farmers 
have fertilized tobacco crops with 
phosphates rich in uranium. By decay, 
this uranium generates radium-226, 
which in turn spawns radon-222, and 
eventually lead-210 and polonium-210. 
Tobacco plants readily absorb 
radioactive elements from the fertilizer 
and from naturally cxxuring sources in 
the soil, air and water. 
Ultimately, the radiation is inhaled 
deep inside a smoker's lungs. As a 
smoker consumers cigarette after 
cigarette, insoluble particles 
incorporating radioactive isotopes may 
be deposited at the same points in the 
lungs. 
According to Edward A. Martell, a 
specialist in radiochemistry at the 
National Center for Atmospheric 
Research, these points become "hot 
spots" of radioactivity. Martell 
believes it is no coincidence that most 
lung cancers begin at these branch 
points where radioactive debris gathers. 
Unfortunately it is not just smokers 
alone who are at risk from radiation in 
cigarettes. At least 50 percent of the 
radioactive isotopes from cigarette 
smoke wind up in the air, and a 
smaller percentage of this and other 
elements in the smoke are inhaled by 
those around the smoker. 
Takeshi Hirayama of the Institute of 
Preventive Oncology in Tokyo studied 
records of more than 91,000 women 
and found that non-smoking wives of 
heavy smokers had more than double 
the risk of dying from lung cancer than 
did the non-smoking wives of 
non-smokers. 
-from March Reader's Digest 
Dear Editor, 
I'm beginning to see the warning 
signs of what could develop into a 
serious cause for campus 
consternation. I'm referring, of course, 
to that symbol of soaring education, of 
towering intellect, the bell tower. Do 
we have to listen to that all the time? 
It's slightly sublime tintinabulations 
give me the distinct impression of 
living in a music box; or, on a more 
plebianistic level, it makes me want to 
barf. I can understand an occasional 
chiming of the hour, but must we 
listen to rapturous melodies like "Pass 
it On?" If you really want moral and 




Irv, I request the pleasure of 
responding at leisure in the next issue. 
B. Brightly. 
To Believe or Not to Believe 
As far as the cafeteria is concerned, it is run strictly by 
team work and not the effort of only one man. 
I surely hope that you will publish this letter so that 
everyone will know that it is through the effort of a team of 
Greyhound Food Mgt. personnel that meals are prepared, 
not just the efforts of one man. 
Sincerely Yours, 
A Concerned Cafeteria Employee 
Dear Employee, 
Thank you very much for your letter. We are happy to 
print as many sides as possible to our stories. Many times 
people on campus are timid about expressing their 
opinions. It has been a primary goal of The Echo to 
combat this apathetic attitude, and your letter is a 
development of whole- campus involvement. No opinion 
is intended to be "official Echo" or "official Taylor" 
opinion. Rather, the aim of The Echo is to be a safe place 
for the Taylor family to vocalize and express themselves on 
matters they find important. 
As far as the subject of your letter- the February 25 focus 
on Tom Cain— please understand that the article was not 
intended to highlight the entire staff but to focus on one 
person whom the students find intriguing. But your letter 
has pointed our a specific lack of general awareness. 
Perhaps a second article on the entire D.C. production 
would be appropriate. 
Thanks for the tip, 
Karen Abrams 
Production Coordinator 
P.S. As the general development of The Echo is under my 
direction, I've been asked to respond to your letter. 
by John Zier 
What do you believe? Do you know 
what you believe? Or are you one of 
the many people that believes 
whatever the people around you 
believe at any certain time; keeping up 
an image so you will be accepted by 
the crowd? This seems to be a 
problem with too many people today. 
Nobody seems willing to stand up for 
anything anymore. Most of the 
people have to have fifteen or twenty 
people behind them before they will 
stand up for something. It's no longer 
I believe this, now it's we believe 
this. Why is this? Well, personally, I 
believe this is caused by being weak; 
not strong enough to stand on your 
own two feet. How do we become 
weak people? We become weak 
people by praying for easy lives. If 
you always take the candy-coated, easy 
way out of problems, and if you 
always avoid potential problems just 
because you don't want to deal with 
them, you become a weak-minded 
person who eventually doesn't even 
know what he/she believes! People 
like this can be found everywhere, 
even at Taylor University. Not just 
students, but faculty, staff and 
administration. Why should this be? 
It seems to me that as Christians, we 
should be the first to stand up for what 
we believe. What we all as individuals 
believe is not a concern right now as 
much as will we stand up for what we 
believe. Everybody wants to feel 
peaceful and relaxed. Well, none of us 
will find this peace in chapel, in the 
Upland Tavern, or in our friends. Oh 
sure, we can feel good for a while in 
all of these atmospheres, but they will 
all be gone eventually; so we must 
find peace in the only place where we 
can keep it and that is within 
ourselves, through God. If you are a 
person who always goes with what 
your peers say, you'll never be at peace 
with yourself, because in reality, 
you're not running your life. 
So don't pray for that easy, 
problem-free life, pray that God will 
make you a stronger person. 
"Consider it all joy, my brethren 
when you encounter various trials, 
knowing that the testing of your faith 
produces endurance." James 1:2-3 
TIM WIERENGA 






> 3 YEARS T.S.O. EXPERIENCE: 
*T.S.O. Executive Cabinet 84-85 * Leadership Services 
Coordinator 84-85 *Student Activities Council 85-86 
> OTHER LEADERSHIP POSITIONS: 
*Personal Assistant (P.A.) 85-86 *Ilium Staff 84-85 
* Probe Leader 84 *Spiritual Life Committee Telephone 
Services Committee 83-84 
> OTHER INVOLVEMENTS: 
* Haiti Missions Trip * American Southwest Wheels Trip 
*Youth Conference *Community Outreach *Intramurals 
paid for by the committee to elect Jim Wierenga 
Here's something you won't 
want.to miss! 
GRAND OPENING 
APRIL 7th - 11th 1986 
City Savings Bank is putting on 
a new face! And you'll find us celebrating 
with the same friendly welcome you've 
always associated with us. 
Stop in and look around. Join us 
for prizes & refreshments. Ask us about 
the services we have to offer. We'll 
keep you in touch with your money 
with an account that's just right for you. 
In To 
106 E. Berry St. 
CI TY SAVINGC 
V> O 
Upland, IN 46989 
